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Background: SAE Level 2 driving automation, the state-of-the-art in commercial vehicles,
requires drivers to monitor the environment to resume vehicle control when automation
limits are surpassed. However, this type of driving automation was found to increase
distraction engagement. Although experienced drivers were shown to better regulate their
visual engagement in distracting activities when driving with and without automation, the
moderating effects of road demands (e.g., road alignment) have yet to be explored in detail,
in particular, for driving with automation.

Objective: To better understand the combined effects of road alignment, driving
automation, and driving experience, we investigated the effects of these factors on
driver glances to a visual-manual distraction task.

Method: We present a secondary analysis, using quantile regression, of two previously
reported driving simulator experiments. A total of 32 participants’ data, 16 from each
experiment, were utilized. Half of these participants were novice and the other half were
experienced drivers. The first experiment focused on non-automated driving, while the
second focused on driving with adaptive cruise control and lane keeping assistance
systems combined (i.e., SAE Level 2). The analysis reported here focuses on drivers’ visual
distraction engagement in two highway drives that were identical across the two
experiments.

Results: With driving automation, compared to experienced driver glances, the duration of
novice driver glances to the distraction task wasmore variable, longer, and less sensitive to
variations in road alignment.

Implications: These findings suggest that, with driving automation, novice drivers are
more at risk of inappropriate engagement in distractions and do not adapt to road
demands as well as experienced drivers, and thus should be supported accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION

Driving automation technologies that are currently commercially
available can relieve drivers from vehicle control tasks such as
steering, accelerating, and braking. When these technologies are
used together, such as when Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and
Lane Keeping Assist (LKA) systems are combined, the driver does
not have to provide control inputs to the vehicle for periods of
time. However, given the limitations of these systems, the driver
has to monitor the roadway at all times to take over control of the
vehicle when system limits are exceeded. This type of driving
automation is categorized as Level 2 by the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE On-Road Automated Vehicle Standards
Committee, 2018) and is the most advanced type of driving
automation that is currently available commercially. For
example, according to AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety,
13.9% of vehicles produced in 2018 are equipped with ACC,
and 11.8% are equipped with LKA (American Automobile
Association, 2019).

Both simulator and naturalistic studies suggest that drivers are
more likely to engage in distracting activities and look less at the
road when driving with Level 2 automation (Carsten et al., 2012;
deWinter et al., 2014; Gaspar and Carney, 2019; He and Donmez,
2019; Dunn et al., 2021). This degraded attention to the roadway
can impair drivers’ ability to respond to events that the
automation cannot handle. Longer off-road glances (usually to
non-driving or secondary tasks) can be especially distracting as
they can divert drivers’ attention away from the driving task for a
considerable period of time. In non-automated driving, it has
been observed that off-road glances longer than 2 s can double the
risk of safety-critical events (Klauer et al., 2006; Victor et al.,
2015). Although a quantifiable relationship between off-road
glance durations and crash risk is yet to be established in the
context of driving automation, investigations of recent automated
vehicle crashes have revealed that drivers were not able to
respond when automation failed because they were engaging
in distracting activities, which diverted their attention away from
the roadway (e.g., National Transportation Safety Board, 2018a;
National Transportation Safety Board, 2018b). Simulator studies
also suggest that distraction engagement can divert drivers’
attention from safety-critical areas (e.g., cues indicating
potential traffic conflicts) at inopportune moments when
driving with ACC and LKA (He et al., 2021).

Various situational factors have been documented tomoderate
distraction engagement and visual attention in non-automated
driving. For example, based on a subset of data from Second
Strategic Highway Research Program 2, Risteska et al. (2021)
investigated several environmental factors, in particular, the
visual demand (based on weather, lighting, locality and traffic
density) and the motor control difficulty of the road (based on
surface condition and alignment), and found that higher visual
demand and higher motor control difficulty are both associated
with decreased likelihood of distraction engagement. Drivers
were also found to have shorter off-road glances on curves
(Tsimhoni and Green, 2001), where visual demand increases
linearly as a function of increasing curvature (Tivesten and
Dozza, 2014). With SAE Level 2 driving automation, drivers

have been found to allocate more attention to the road center
during lane change maneuvers (Goncalves et al., 2020), during
night-time driving, and in the presence of a lead vehicle
(Morando et al., 2018). The moderating effects of road
demands on distraction engagement or off-road glance
behaviour, however, have not yet been investigated in the
context of driving automation systems like ACC and LKA,
which have limited functionality in many aspects, particularly
on curves. For example, the LKA function in Ford Co-Pilot360™
would stop working when “driving at high speeds on curves” (Ford
Motor Company, 2021). Given the potential automation failures
that might occur on curves, it is especially important to
investigate whether drivers who use driving automation
continue to adapt their visual distraction engagement based on
roadway curvature. It is possible that they may not, given that
they do not have to physically control the vehicle.

Driving experience may further moderate how road demands
affect drivers’ visual distraction engagement when using
automation. More experienced drivers have been observed to
demonstrate better regulation of distraction engagement,
particularly off-road glances, in both non-automated (Wikman
et al., 1998) and automated vehicles (He and Donmez, 2019).
Short and frequent off-road glances have been observed among
more experienced drivers who, in general, have safer driving
records (Mayhew et al., 2003). In non-automated driving,
experienced drivers have been shown to adapt their visual
attention based on the complexity of the roadway better than
novices (Crundall and Underwood, 1998). Further, in both non-
automated (Wikman et al., 1998) and automated driving (He and
Donmez, 2019), experienced drivers have been found to exhibit
safer (i.e., shorter) off-road glances when engaging in non-driving
activities. How road demands and driving experience would
interact to guide distraction engagement in automated driving
is however not yet investigated.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the effects of road
alignment (straight road segments versus curved segments),
automation, and driving experience on driver glances to
distracting activities. We conducted a secondary analysis of
data from two previously reported driving simulator
experiments. The first experiment, reported in He and
Donmez (2020), focused on non-automated driving. The
second experiment, reported in He et al. (2021), was
comparable to the first in terms of driving scenarios and
experimental conditions and investigated driving with ACC
and LKA. Both experiments had both novice and experienced
drivers (counterbalanced in number). Half of the drivers in each
experiment were provided with a visual-manual secondary task
(i.e., non-driving task or distraction); our analysis focused on
these drivers.

The analysis in this paper extends the analysis we reported in
He and Donmez (2019), in which we used data from both
experiments to compare secondary task engagement between
automated and non-automated driving, while considering the
role of driving experience but not road alignment. Further, the
analysis in He and Donmez (2019) focused only on limited glance
metrics and more traditional analysis techniques that utilized
mean glance durations, which did not provide insights on how
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the various factors affect the distribution of glance durations.
Previous studies have used quantile regression to more fully
investigate the distribution of off-road glance durations (Liu
et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2020). For example, in a simulator
study of non-automated driving, Liu et al. (2018) found that
the modality of the secondary task (e.g., reading versus text entry)
affected different quantiles of the off-road glance distribution
differently, with a particular impact on the upper tail (85th
percentile) of the distribution, i.e., longer glances. In an on-
road study comparing SAE Level 2 automation to no automation,
Yang et al. (2020) found that automation led to a longer-tailed
distribution of off-road glance durations when drivers engaged in
distractions (e.g., email sorting and music selection). Similar to
these earlier studies, we also utilize a quantile regression
methodology to investigate the distribution of off-road glance
durations in our analysis, but we additionally focused on the
effects of road alignment and driving experience, and their
interactions with automation.

METHODS

Dataset
The dataset analyzed in this paper comes from two experiments
conducted in a fixed-base NADS MiniSim driving simulator

(Figure 1A). A 10.6-inch Surface Pro 2 tablet was mounted to
the right of the dashboard (Figure 1A) and displayed the
secondary task for those in the secondary task conditions
(Figure 1B). All participants wore a Dikablis head-mounted
eye-tracker to record their eye movements. The first
experiment focused on non-automated driving (He and
Donmez, 2020), while the second investigated driving with
automation, in particular, the combined use of ACC and LKA
(He et al., 2021). In the sections below, we provide the relevant
methodological details for these two experiments; further details
can be found in the respective publications for each study.

Experimental Design and Participants. Each experiment had
two between-subjects variables: driving experience (experienced
vs. novice) and secondary task (yes vs. no). The analysis reported
in the current paper focuses on the secondary task condition. A
total of 32 participants completed the secondary task condition in
the two simulator studies (Table 1), with 16 of them driving
without automation in Experiment 1, and 16 of them driving with
automation (ACC and LKA) in Experiment 2. In each
experiment, half of these participants (n = 8) were novice
drivers, and the other half were experienced drivers (n = 8).
Participants were balanced for gender (4 female and 4 male)
under each experimental condition.

Following the criteria used in previous studies that identified
significant differences between experienced and novice drivers
(Stahl et al., 2014; Stahl et al., 2016), the novice drivers in our two
studies were required to have had their G2 license in Ontario (or
equivalent in Canada or the U.S.) for less than 3 years and less
than 10,000 km driving mileage in the past 1 year; experienced
drivers were required to have had a full license in Ontario (or
equivalent in Canada or the U.S.) for more than 8 years and more
than 20,000 km driving mileage in the past 1 year. All participants
were recruited mainly through advertisements posted on the
University of Toronto campus, in online forums, and nearby
residential areas. Participants used in this analysis were
comparable in age across the two experiments (p = 0.13),
except novices were younger than experienced drivers as one
would expect (mean difference: 12.4 years, F (1, 28) = 34.9, p <
0.0001). Only a few participants in Experiment 2 reported to have
ever used ACC or LKA systems, thus, they were largely novices
when it comes to using this type of driving automation.

Driving Task. In both experiments, the participants completed
four experimental drives, each about 5 min long, in the order of a
rural drive, a highway drive, another rural drive, and a final
highway drive. The drives were the same across the two

FIGURE 1 | (A) NADS MiniSim driving simulator; (B) Screenshot of the
secondary task.

TABLE 1 | Age information for the participants whose data were used in the
current analyses, i.e., for participants who completed the secondary task
condition. Automation and experience are both between-subjects variables; SD:
standard deviation.

Automation Experience Mean age (min-max, SD)

No (Experiment 1, n = 16) Experienced (n = 8) 30.3 (25–36, 3.9)
Novice (n = 8) 21.8 (19–27, 2.9)

Yes (ACC and LKA)
(Experiment 2, n = 16)

Experienced (n = 8) 37.4 (28–58, 9.4)
Novice (n = 8) 21.1 (18–27, 3.2)
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experiments. The analysis reported in this paper focused on the
highway drives (as shown in Figure 2), as highway driving is the
primary operational design domain for most ACC and LKA
systems available in the market (e.g., Cadillac, 2021). Participants
were instructed to drive at a speed limit of 60 mph during the
highway drives. The 4-lane highway was separated by grass
median strip. There was moderate ambient traffic (4–5
vehicles per minute) in the opposite lanes, several lead vehicles
ahead, and 1 or 2 following vehicles in the ego-lane. There was
one curve in each highway drive. The curves had moderate
curvature: 2,100 feet and 2,950 feet radius for the first and the
second highway drives, respectively. The LKA in Experiment 2
could navigate through these curves without drivers’
intervention.

In Experiment 1, participants drove the vehicle themselves. In
Experiment 2, participants were required to use both the ACC
and LKA systems when possible and only take over control of the
vehicle when they deemed it necessary—participants utilized in
our analysis, on average, engaged ACC 78.3% (standard
deviation, SD: 10.9%) and LKA 88.5% (SD: 6.5%) of the total
driving time. The participants were verbally informed about some
limitations of the automation (i.e., ACC would not respond to
stationary objects and may fail to stop the vehicle successfully in
intensive braking events; and LKA may not work if the lane
markings are faded or not visible). However, they were not
informed specifically about any potential automation failures
on curves, as the experiments were not designed for the
purpose of investigating the effects of road alignment. The
drivers practiced using the ACC and LKA in a route that was
similar to the experimental drives in terms of the road alignment
and traffic density, and experienced one failure in the practice

drive that was designed to prime their anticipation of automation
failures. However, there were no automation failures during the
experimental drives that required driver intervention. In general,
there was also training and practice in both experiments
regarding the use of the driving simulator as well as how to
perform the secondary task.

Secondary Task. A self-paced visual-manual secondary task
developed by Donmez et al. (2007) was used in both experiments.
In the secondary task conditions, the task was available
throughout the whole drive and participants could choose
when to engage in the task. The task mimicked interactions
with in-vehicle infotainment systems and required participants
to search through a list of 10 phrases in the presence of distractor
words (e.g., “Predict”), for a phrase that had either “Discover” as
the first word, “Project” as the second word, or “Missions” as the
third word. This secondary task has been demonstrated to
degrade driving performance in several stimulator studies (e.g.,
Merrikhpour and Donmez, 2017; Chen et al., 2018) and enabled
the participants to control their distraction engagement given its
self-paced nature.

Analysis
In addition to the between-subject factors of automation and
driving experience (see Table 1), our analysis also investigated
road alignment (straight vs. curved segments) as a within-subject
factor. Gaze data was extracted from the two highway drives of
each participant. In particular, a 30-second-long curved segment
and a matching 30-second-long straight segment were chosen for
data extraction for each drive, given that it took 37 s (in highway
drive 1) and 35 s (in highway drive 2) to drive through the curves
at the speed limit (60 mph). We imposed a 20-s gap between the

FIGURE 2 | Data extraction period of highway drives (A), and picture of the simulated environment on highway (B).
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two segments to avoid any overlapping effects of road geometry,
and picked the straight segment to come after the curve in drive 1
and before the curve in drive 2 to help counterbalance potential
order effects.

We conducted a quantile regression analysis to investigate
the effects of road alignment, automation, driving experience,
and their two-way and three-way interactions (i.e., predictor
variables) on the distribution of glance durations toward the
secondary task display. Unlike linear regression, which focuses
on the mean of the dependent variable, quantile regression can
directly estimate the effect of a predictor on the tails of the
distributions of the dependent variable and makes no
assumptions about the distribution of the dependent
variable. In our study, the quantile regression was built in R
4.0.4 “brms” package, a package that supports the development
of Bayesian generalized linear and nonlinear multivariate
multilevel models using the probabilistic programming
language Stan (Bürkner, 2017). We used uninformative
priors and focused on the 15th, 50th, and 85th percentile
glance duration on the secondary task display
(i.e., dependent variables). These percentiles were selected
following Liu et al. (2018), DinparastDjadid et al. (2019),
and Yang et al. (2020). While the 15th and 50th percentile
values capture the distributions of shorter glances and the
central tendency, the 85th percentile captures the distribution
of longer glances that are particularly important for safety
considerations. As stated in the introduction, long off-road
glances, in particular, glances longer than 2 s, are known to
increase crash risk (Klauer et al., 2006). For all three models,
participant was always included as a random effect (1|
participant specified in the R model); in addition, for the
85th percentile model, the experience-by-automation
interaction was further allowed to deviate from its single
global estimation (i.e., “1+experience*automation|
participant” is further specified in the R model). The choice
of the models was based on the model fit, evaluated using the
Posterior Predictive Checks function.

Based on earlier studies (e.g., He and Donmez, 2019; Yang
et al., 2020), we expected that compared to no automation,
automation would lead to longer glances to the secondary
task, as indicated by increases in the three percentile values,
with a larger increase in longer glances (85th percentile) as
demonstrated by Yang et al. (2020). However, this
hypothesized automation effect was expected to be moderated
by road alignment, i.e., we expected that the effect would be
smaller on curves compared to on straight road segments, similar
to what has been observed in non-automated driving (Tsimhoni
and Green, 2001), given that the automation we evaluated
required drivers to monitor the road at all times. This
hypothesized automation effect was also expected to be
smaller for experienced drivers compared to novices, as
experienced drivers were found to be better at self-regulating
their off-road glances in non-automated driving (Wikman et al.,
1998), exhibited fewer long off-road glances (> 2 s) when driving
with automation, and had a smaller increase in average off-road
glance duration when presented with automation (He and
Donmez, 2019).

RESULTS

Figure 3 visualizes the distribution of glance durations toward the
secondary task display under different experimental conditions
along with quantile regression estimates. Based on the plotted
distributions, it appears that when using driving automation
(ACC and LKA), the glance durations were more dispersed
with longer off-road glances (i.e., the distribution was more
skewed) than when not using automation; this difference was
more noticeable for novice drivers compared to experienced
drivers. Further, it is apparent that there is more variability
across the glance distributions of different individuals,
particularly novice drivers, when using automation. For non-
automated driving, the glance durations appear to get shorter on
curves than straight segments, with less variability among
individuals. With driving automation (ACC and LKA), glance
durations appear to get shorter on curves than on straight
segments only for experienced drivers. Tables 2 and 3 present
the results of the quantile regression analysis investigating these
data trends statistically, which will be discussed further in the
following sections.

Overall, the quantile regression estimates presented in
Figure 3 reveal that, particularly risky levels of off-road glance
durations (i.e., > 2 s) are observed at much lower quantiles for
automated driving than for non-automated driving. For non-
automated driving, only the novice drivers on straight road
segments had an 85th percentile estimate longer than 2 s, and
at a value slightly above 2 s. For automated driving, the 85th
percentile estimate for experienced drivers were at (curve) or
slightly above 2 s (straight), whereas the 50th percentile estimate
for novice drivers exceeded 2 s with 85th percentile values around
5 s, indicating an alarming trend.

As presented in Table 2, at the 15th percentile level, a
significant two-way interaction between automation and
driving experience was observed; at the 50th percentile level,
two significant two-way interactions were observed, i.e., between
driving experience and road alignment, and between automation
and driving experience; at the 85th percentile level, a three-way
interaction was observed. Follow-up contrasts were built to
investigate these interaction significant interaction effects.
Table 3 presents the results of the follow-up contrasts.

As supported by the significant contrasts presented in Table 3,
our expectation that driving automation would result in longer
glances overall, at all percentile levels, was confirmed, but only for
novice drivers: the statistical results show that at all percentiles
analyzed, driving automation increased glance durations among
novice drivers—the increase was the largest at the 85th percentile,
followed by the 50th, and then the 15th percentile. This effect of
driving automation was not observed for experienced drivers,
who did not exhibit any changes at the 50th and 85th percentile
levels, but shorter glance durations at the 15th percentile level. As
a result, with driving automation, experienced drivers exhibited
shorter glances toward the secondary task compared to novice
drivers at all percentile levels, with the largest difference observed
at the 85th percentile, followed by the 50th percentile, and then
the 15th percentile. Whereas, with no automation, experienced
drivers exhibited shorter glances toward the secondary task
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compared to novice drivers only at the 85th percentile level and
on straight roads. Thus, the differences between novice and
experienced drivers were amplified going from no automation
to automation.

As for the effect of road alignment, it was found to be
moderated by the effect of driving experience and automation.
With driving automation, experienced drivers exhibited
shorter 85th percentile glance durations on curves
compared to straight segments; this effect was not observed
among novice drivers with driving automation. Novice drivers,
however, had shorter 85th percentile glance durations on
curves compared to straight segments in non-automated
driving, potentially due to the increased difficulty in
manually controlling the vehicle on curves.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we investigated the effects of road alignment,
automation (in the form of ACC and LKA, or SAE Level 2
automation), and driving experience on driver glance durations
toward a visual-manual distracting task. We utilized quantile
regression in our analysis to examine glance distributions at the
15th, 50th, and 85th percentile levels, going beyond measures of
central tendency.

Our results confirm our expectation that automation would
be associated with longer glances to the distracting task, as was
reported in earlier studies (e.g., He and Donmez, 2019; Yang
et al., 2020), and that the effect of automation would be
moderated by driving experience. In particular, novice

FIGURE 3 | Distribution of glance durations toward the secondary task. The grey lines represent the distribution of glance durations for each participant and the
blue lines represent the distribution of all glances from all participants within each experimental condition. From left to right, the vertical red linesmark 15th percentile, 50th
percentile, and 85th percentile glance durations extracted from the quantile regression analysis.
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drivers exhibited longer off-road glances with automation
than without automation at all percentiles analyzed, with
larger differences observed at higher percentiles, while
automation did not lengthen experienced driver glances.
The larger differences observed for novice drivers at higher
percentiles are in line with Yang et al. (2020) who found
automation to affect the 85th percentile glance durations the
most. Overall, with automation, novice drivers had longer
glance durations compared to experienced drivers at all
percentiles—in fact, the 50th percentile glance duration
estimates for novices exceeded 2 s, with the 85th percentile
estimates around 5 s. This trend is alarming, as these
extremely long off-road glances can impair novice drivers’
ability to perceive issues with automated control and resume
vehicle control in a timely and safe manner.

Studies on automated driving have demonstrated that drivers
can adapt their attention based on driving maneuvers and
lighting conditions: e.g., drivers using automation allocate
more attention to the road center during a lane change
maneuver (Goncalves et al., 2020), during night-time driving,
and in the presence of a lead vehicle (Morando et al., 2018). The
analyses we present extend these earlier automation studies by
focusing on the effects of road alignment while considering
distraction engagement and driving experience. Our findings
suggest that, like for non-automated driving (Tsimhoni and
Green, 2001), experienced drivers are better able to adapt their
visual distraction engagement based on road alignment also with
Level 2 driving automation. In particular, at the 85th percentile
level, we observed shorter glances toward the secondary task on
curves compared to straight segments among experienced drivers

TABLE 2 | Quantile regression results; significant (p < 0.05) findings are bolded; SD: standard deviation, CI: credible interval.

15th Percentile 50th Percentile 85th Percentile

Estimate (SD) 95% CI Estimate (SD) 95% CI Estimate (SD) 95% CI

Intercept 593 (131) 338, 857 1,163 (199) 762, 1,536 2,231 (261) 1,675, 2,723
Road alignment −100 (75) −252, 45 −324 (110) −541, −110 −573 (132) −825, 307
Automation 262 (105) 57, 469 1,284 (172) 955, 1,631 2,554 (792) 934, 4,085
Experience −9 (87) −177, 161 −112 (161) −425, 208 −715 (352) −1,394, 15
Road alignment × Automation 136 (111) −83, 353 298 (189) −70, 669 343 (265) −205, 835
Road alignment × Experience 143 (89) −26, 319 310 (131) 52, 570 432 (156) 123, 736
Automation × Experience −378 (143) −659, −103 −1,097 (262) −1,621, -590 −1,575 (1,088) −3,706, 635
Road alignment × Automation × Experience −232 (132) −491, 27 −483 (244) −960, 4 −687 (310) −1,274, -61

TABLE 3 | Post-hoc contrasts for significant main and interaction effects; significant (p < 0.05) findings are bolded; HPDI: highest posterior density interval.

Interaction Effects Road alignment Automation Experience Contrast Estimate in msec
(95% HDPI)

Automation × Experience
at 15th percentile

- No - Experienced vs. novice 61 (−100, 215)
- Yes - Experienced vs. novice −432 (−618, −240)
- - Novice Automation vs. no automation 331 (141, 533)
- - Experienced Automation vs. no automation −163 (−287, -47)

Automation × Experience
at 50th percentile

- No - Experienced vs. novice 43 (-252, 334)
- Yes - Experienced vs. novice -1,293 (-1,619, -971)
- - Novice Automation vs. no automation 1,428 (1,108, 1771)
- - Experienced Automation vs. no automation 94 (−149, 325)

Road alignment ×
Experience
at 50th percentile

Straight - - Experienced vs. novice −659 (−870, −454)
Curve - - Experienced vs. novice −592 (−840, −334)
- - Novice Curve vs. straight −175 (−362, 8)
- - Experienced Curve vs. straight −107 (−255, 36)

Road alignment ×
Automation × Experience
at 85th percentile

Straight No - Experienced vs. novice −723 (−1,412, −5)
Straight Yes - Experienced vs. novice −2,280 (−4,362, -202)
Curve No - Experienced vs. novice −293 (−1,003, 431)
Curve Yes - Experienced vs. novice −2,534 (−4,594, −454)
Straight - Novice Automation vs. no automation 2,569 (943, 4,091)
Straight - Experienced Automation vs. no automation 995 (−537, 2,471)
Curve - Novice Automation vs. no automation 2,908 (1,309, 4,475)
Curve - Experienced Automation vs. no automation 650 (−920, 2093)
- No Novice Curve vs. straight −574 (−825, −308)
- No Experienced Curve vs. straight −139 (−302, 21)
- Yes Novice Curve vs. straight −215 (−692, 207)
- Yes Experienced Curve vs. straight −484 (−750, -215)
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but not among novice drivers. Novice drivers had shorter 85th
percentile glance durations on curves compared to straight
segments only in non-automated driving, potentially due to
the increased difficulty in manually controlling the vehicle on
curves.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the variability across the glance
distributions of novice drivers was in general larger than it was
across the glance distributions of experienced drivers; the
contrast was more visible with automation than it was
without automation. Off-road glance behaviors appear to
become more uniform across individuals with the
accumulation of driving experience, yet automation
introduces some variability, e.g., due to attitudes towards or
experience with automation (Hergeth et al., 2016; Roche et al.,
2019). Automation however appears to have amplified the
individual differences among novice drivers to a greater
extent than it did among experienced drivers. Further
research is needed to investigate the individual differences
among these different demographic groups to develop
personalized and more targeted countermeasures for using
driving automation while distracted. Overall, our findings
point toward a need for attention management training for
novice drivers in the use of driving automation systems like
ACC and LKA. Given the proliferation of these systems, novice
drivers are now more likely to first start driving a vehicle with
automation, and may not learn how to properly adapt their
attention based on road demands if they do not get much
experience in manual vehicle control. Although there has been
research for novice driver training for non-automated driving
(e.g., FOCAL in Pradhan et al., 2011), research is lacking with
regards to the training of novice drivers in the use of driving
automation.

Our use of only two driving scenarios—driving on curved
and straight segments of a highway with light ambient
traffic—is one of the limitations of this study. Most driving
automation systems that are available in production vehicles
can navigate through these scenarios safely as was the case for
the SAE Level 2 system simulated in our experiment. However,
a wider variety of scenarios and scenarios where the limits of
automation are surpassed are needed to generalize our findings
about road alignment in particular and road demands in
general. Future work can also investigate the moderating
effects of other environmental factors (e.g., weather and
lighting) on drivers’ distraction engagement behaviors.
Further, the experiments, which provided the data for the
analysis presented here, were not originally designed to
investigate road alignment. Although the order of the two
drives were counterbalanced, the differences in curvature
across the two drives may potentially bias the results.
Additionally, the participants were not explicitly informed
about the potential limitations of the automation on curves.
It is unclear if and how the glance behaviors may differ across
novice and experienced drivers if they are informed about
curves being potentially problematic with driving
automation. Future research should investigate to what
extent informing the drivers about automation limitations
factors into their scanning of the environment.

It should be noted that as experience and age are inherently
confounded in the driving population, we did not strictly control
for age when recruiting our participants within the different
experience groups because we wanted to obtain practically
relevant results. However, given that our experienced
participants were older than novices, we cannot attribute
experience-related findings solely to driving experience. Given
the relatively small sample size, we also did not investigate the
potential influence of other demographic factors (e.g., education
level). Finally, although our analysis investigated some of the
factors that are influential to off-road glances, it was based on
driving simulator data and hence cannot provide insights about
crash risk. Future research based on naturalistic driving studies
conducted for Level 2 driving automation can address this
research gap.

CONCLUSION

Through a driving simulator study, this paper investigated the effect
of road alignment, driving experience and driving automation on the
distribution of drivers’ off-road glance durations when they were
provided with a self-paced non-driving task. Agreeing with previous
research, our results indicate that drivers, especially novice drivers,
increased their distraction engagement when driving with Level 2
driving automation. Further, experienced drivers were found to be
able to adapt their visual distraction engagement based on road
alignment with Level 2 driving automation, but such an adaptation
was not observed among novice drivers. Lastly, automation has also
been found to amplify individual differences in distraction
engagement with Level 2 driving automation, especially among
novice drivers. Given that being distracted can impair driver
responses to roadway events, it is important to develop
countermeasures for novice drivers’ distraction engagement with
Level 2 driving automation, while considering roadway demands
(e.g., alignment).
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